BE Doctoral Alexander D. Franklyn Fellowship
For Full Time PhD students

Benefits are for in-state tuition and $500 for two semesters Fall and Spring, consecutively,
(a total of $1,000).
Deadline for Submission to Ms. Julie Rockow is first business day in June.

PLEASE WRITE LEGIBLY

Name________________________________________________________

MAV ID #____________________________________________________

First Enrollment Semester: ______________________________________________________

Are you currently supported at UTA, if so, how?______________________________

What is your GRE quantitative score?______________ Verbal Score?____________

How many graduate credit hours have you completed at UTA?____________________

What is your UTA GPA? ____________________________________________________

Please list the professors you have had contact with that would allow you to do a rotation in
their lab:___________________________________________________________________

If you are a new incoming PhD student, please list professors you are interested in doing a
rotation in their lab:________________________________________________________

*Scholarship Requirements:
• This scholarship should be given to full time PhD students without GRA/GTA support or
  other scholarships.
• Scholarship recipients are required to take at least 2-credit research hours/semester under BE
  faculty and to do laboratory rotation(s) for the duration of the scholarship.
• Students cannot take more than 7 credit hour coursework (2 courses + 1 PhD seminar)
  during the scholarship period.
• The scholarship will be terminated on the semester when the student starts to receive
  GRA/GTA support, or other scholarships, if this occurs before the end of first year.
• This scholarship is for one full academic year, and is not renewable.